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一﹑中文摘要 
在深次微米設計中，當操作頻率到達數千赫茲

時，晶片上面的電感效應已經不能再被忽略。因

此，如何去精確地萃取出來傳輸連線結構的阻抗跟

電感值變得十分重要。大部份以前的阻抗跟電感萃

取著重在矩形切割的研究上，但是隨著時代的進

步，有許多非一般性結構的晶片，例如 X-結構與
Y-結構連線結構已經被發表出來或是可以提供製
造。很明顯一般的矩形切割方式對於這些特殊的連

線結構已經不敷使用，所以在這個計畫中，我們提

出了一個用三角形切割方式配合面積分方法來處

理阻抗萃取問題，最後我們會跟這方面有名的軟體

來做驗証，証明我們方法的正確性以及較多的彈

性。 
關鍵詞：電感，面積分，萃取，一般連線結構 

 
二﹑英文摘要(Abstract) 

As the operation frequency reaches gigahertz in 
very deepsubmicron designs, the effect of on-chip 
inductance on circuit performance can no longer be 
neglected. Therefore, it is desired to extract 
transmission-line impedance and inductance accurately. 
Most of the previous works on impedance and 
inductance extraction are based on rectangular 
discretization which has been shown effective for the 
classical Manhattan based IC interconnect structures. 
As technology advances, however, more general IC 
interconnect structures, such as the X-based and 
Ybased interconnect structures, have been introduced 
or even already in production. Those general 
interconnect structures allow wires to be routed with 
non-Manhattan shapes. For the non-Manhattan 
interconnect structures, rectangular discretization is 
obviously not sufficient. In this project, we propose to 
use the surface integral formulation with triangular 
discretization to extract impedance and inductance for 
the general IC transmission-line structures. 
Comparative studies with the famous FASTHENRY, 
FASTIMP, and IE3D show that our approach is 
flexible and effective. 

Keywords: inductance, surface integral, extraction, 
general interconnect structures 

 
三﹑背景和目的 
 
1. Background 

In high-performance circuit designs, on-chip 
inductance has become increasingly more significant 
due to faster rise times, lower resistance, and lower 
capacitance [2] [9]. Wider wires are frequently 
encountered in clock distribution networks and in 
higher metal layers [15]. Those wires are low 
resistance lines that can exhibit significant inductive 
effects. Furthermore, performance requirements are 
pushing the introduction of new materials such as 
copper interconnect for low resistance interconnect 
and new dielectrics to reduce interconnect capacitance 
[25]. These technological advances increase the 
importance of inductance. Therefore, it is desired to 
extract transmission interconnect inductance and 
impedance accurately for high-performance circuits. 

There exist many famous works in the literature on 
accurate inductance and impedance extraction, such as 
FastImp [10] [26] and FastHenry [14] [21]. Most of 
the previous works are based on rectangular 
discretization—rectangular panel discretization using 
the surface integral formulation [7] [10] [26] or 
filament discretization using the volume integral 
formulation. For example, FastImp uses the surface 
integral formulation with rectangular panel 
discretization. FastImp divides conductors into many 
rectangular panels and computes the field on each 
panel. According to the field, the incident current can 
be computed, and thus the impedance can be extracted. 
In contrast, FastHenry uses the volume integral 
formulation with filament discretization. It cuts 
conductors into many filaments. Current of each 
filament is considered as a constant. After solving the 
volume integral formulae, the current and impedance 
of every filament can be computed. 

Both of FastImp and FastHenry can effectively 
extract the impedance of a conductor with the 
Manhanttan (rectilinear) structure. However, with the 
rectangular discretization, they may not be effective 
enough for handling non-Manhattan interconnect 
structures. As technology advances, however, more 
general IC interconnect structures, such as the X-based 
[18] and Y-based [6] interconnect structures, have 
been introduced or even already in production. Those 
general interconnect structures allow wires to be 
routed with non-Manhattan shapes. For the 
non-Manhattan interconnect structures, classical 
rectangular discretization is obviously not sufficient. 
 
2. Objective 

In this project, we propose to use the surface 



integral formulation with triangular discretization to 
extract impedance and inductance for the general IC 
transmission-line structures for high-speed circuit 
designs. Since triangles are the most fundamental 
polygon, triangular discretization is more flexible and 
powerful in geometry discretization, e.g., for X-based 
or Y-based interconnect structures. Further, the 
surface integral formulation is generally considered 
more accurate than the volume integral formulation at 
the high-frequency domain. 
 
四﹑研究方法 
 
1. Preliminaries 

We first introduce some preliminaries for our 
triangular discretization. Consider a homogeneous 
circuit system of multiple conductors with constant 
permittivity ε , permeability µ , and conductivity σ . 
Let E be an electric field. Using the surface integral 
formulation proposed in [7] [10] [26], for every 
conductor we have a vector Helmhotz equation for E

r
as 

follows: 

 
Applying Green’s second vector identity [4], 

 
into Equation (1), we have 

 
where G(x, y) is Green’s function which is given by 

 
where P

r
and Q

r
are two vector functions that are 

continuous and have continuous first and second 
derivatives at all points of volume V and its surface S. 
Here, ×∇ denotes taking curl. 

Applying Equation (2) into another vector Helmhotz 
equation 

 
where J is the current density, we get 

 
and 

 
where Si is the surface of the i-th conductor, and S is 
the union of all surfaces. Here, ϕ denotes the potential 
on the vertices, n is the outward normal unit vector on 
the conductor surface, andωis the angle frequency. 

We have the following two formulae: 
 

and 

 
whereρ S

is the charge on the surface. Here we also 

have three boundary conditions, as illustrated in Figure 
1: 

 Panels in the non-contact surfaces: 

 

 Panels in the contact surfaces: apply ; here, 
En is the electrical field in the normal direction; 
 Panels in the contact surfaces:ψis set toψ+ orψ−. 

 
 

2. Discretization 
In order to solve the whole system, we discretize the 

equation. We consider that there are many surfaces in 
a 3-D IC interconnect. For each surface, we can 
discretize it into many panels and vertices. 

The major difference between our work and the 
previous works is the way of discretization. 
Traditional IC interconnects only contain vertical and 
horizontal wires (i.e., Manhattan/rectilinear 
interconnects). Therefore, previous works focus on the 
rectangular discretization into rectangular panels or 
filaments [7] [10] [26]. With the rectangular 
discretization, the previous works may not be effective 
enough for handling non-Manhattan interconnect 
structures, such as the X-based [18] and Y-based [6] 
interconnect structures. For the non-Manhattan 
interconnect structures, classical rectangular 
discretization is obviously not sufficient. In order to 
effectively handle non-Manhattan interconnect 
structures, we propose to use triangular discretization, 
as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
 

To apply the triangular discretization, we shall 
present a new discretization method. There are 7 
unknowns in a panel as follow: 

 Here, x, y, z are the 
axes of the space, n is the panel’s normal vector, and 
ρ is the charge density. The scalar potential ψ is 
associated with the panel vertices. 



If we use centroid collocation to discretize Equation 
(3), we have 

 
where 

 
and 

 
where xi is the circumcenter of the ith panel. 

Discretizing Equation (5), we can get a similar 
equation as above, with the only difference being with 
the gradient term ψ∇ . For any panel, two 
independent tangential vectors can be found. As 
shown in Figure 3, two tangential directions ta and tb 
are formed by connecting a node and the midpoints of 
the sides. The representation of the tangential ψ∇
can be obtained using finite differences. Therefore, 
Equation (5) in the ta direction can be transferred into 

 
and 

 
where Tta is the transfer matrix related to the local 
coordinate system (ta or tb) to the global coordinate 
system (x, y, and z).  

The gradient of ψ along ta in Figure 3 can be 
computed by 

 

whereψ α , ψ β , and ψ γ are the voltages of nodes 

α, β, and γ, respectively. M αγ  is the midpoint 

of nodes α and γ. M αγβ
 is the length of line 

M αγ
β . So we can find an Ata matrix, which Ataψ is 
equal to ∇taψ. 

 
 
In order to generate a set of equations for the vertex 

potentials, we consider applying the current 
conservation equation (6) to Figure 4. Node Q in the 
figure is the vertex at the intersection of the panels. 
First we find the circumcenter of every triangle, such 

as CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5, and CP6. Second, we connect 
these nodes to build another panel (see Figure 4), the 
region surrounded by dash lines. Applying the surface 
integral equation (6) to this region generates the 
following equation: 

 
where P is the perimeter of the region S enclosed by 
the dashed lines illustrated in Figure 4. For an 
arbitrary point x on P, n(x) is the unit normal vector, 
and l(x) is the unit vector along P. 

Applying the aforementioned three boundary 
conditions, we can get the discretized form as follows: 

 
and 

 
where NNC and NC are matrices formed by unit normal 
vectors at the non-contact and contact panels, and F is 
a matrix containing the potential information of the 
vertices. 

 
 

We can extend Equation (8) into three formulae for 
x, y, and z directions. Nevertheless, Equation (9) can 
only be extended into two formulae because there are 
only two independent tangential vectors on the panels, 
ta and tb. According to the above formulae, the system 
matrix can be derived as shown in Figure 5. 

 
 
After solving the system matrix by the iterative 

method, the coefficients of all parameters in each 
panel can be found. Then we can compute the incident 
current accordingly by the following equations: 

 
and 

 
where I is the incident current illustrated in Figure 6, J 
is the current density, sj is the area of panelj, and 



panelj belongs to one of the contact surfaces. 
In the boundary conditions, we make the voltage 

drop between two terminals be 1v. Therefore, we can 
compute the 
impedance Z by  

 
and the inductance Leff by 
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